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Abstract—Emergency departments are facing a worldwide problem that affects their performance, namely Overcrowding. Triage Nurse Ordering appears to be a promising approach in addition to be cost effective. This paper proposes a process-based triage nurse ordering model and assesses its efficiency on the ED performance through simulation while considering the length of stay as the key indicator. The study examines the impact of triage nurse ability, system load and triage time extension on the benefits that might be derived from triage nurse ordering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Emergency Department (ED) is the service within hospitals responsible for providing care to life-threatening and other emergency cases over 24 hours daily, 7 days a week. Nowadays, EDs are facing a recurrent worldwide crisis, namely overcrowding. Using various methods, healthcare practitioners and researchers in operations management try to alleviate this overcrowding.

In order to improve ED performance, an extensive body of the literature consists on introducing additional resources (physicians, beds, etc.). This includes either resource allocation issues [1,2,3] or process modification issues [4] such as some interventions in triage (team triage and physician at triage), point of care testing, etc. This is the most direct way to alleviate crowding and improve responsiveness. However, as reported in [5], because it is also the most expensive approach, it is generally not the preferred option. High salaries of doctors and high costs of medical equipments [6,7] combined to budgetary restrictions has prompted practitioners and researchers to investigate new methods that are cost-effective. Among these, Triage Nurse Ordering (TNO) appears to be a promising approach that does not require any resource investment. It can be achieved using existing staff with little additional training [8].

TNO is an advanced triage intervention that consists on allowing triage nurse to order tests and treatments before the patient is seen by the physician [9,10,11]. The common protocol in the ED is that triage nurse cannot order diagnosis tests. He/she is essentially responsible of making a first assessment of patients’ state and categorizing them into different acuity levels. The decision of requiring diagnosis tests or not is traditionally under the responsibility of the ED physician. However, the medical literature suggests that with an appropriate education and training, and adapted protocolized guidelines, triage nurses could be able to order some tests to a level comparable to that of physicians [9,12,13,10]. Diagnostic imaging and laboratory tests are time-consuming processes in the ED that are associated with longest length of stay (LOS) [9,14,15]. If tests are early requested in the triage process, they could be undergone without waiting for the first examination by the ED physician, and test results could be reviewed by the latter as soon as he becomes available.

TNO has been related to enhanced patient satisfaction [16,17,18]. However, “little is known about the effectiveness of this intervention in improving ED time metrics” [8]. Only few medical papers reported that TNO could possibly reduce the ED LOS [19,20,10,18]. As mentioned in [4], there is only limited scientific evidence that having nurses to request certain tests results in shorter waiting time and LOS. Moreover, as highlighted by [8], the existing LOS improvements revealed in the literature may range widely (from 2.45 to 74 minutes). There is a real need to conduct studies that will legitimize the use of TNO in EDS in terms of LOS reduction [9,8].

In the present paper, the objective is to analyze the effect of TNO on ED time metrics taking into consideration the key parameters of such an intervention. We relied on an online survey that we performed with EDs from different countries in order to understand the current practices and obtain specialists’ opinions. The survey’s questions focused on the relevancy of TNO, on which types of diagnosis tests exactly it could be applied and why. This survey helped us to understand the whys and wherefores of this problem in order to delimit the framework and include the most relevant parameters related to TNO in our model. Using simulation, we assess the effectiveness of TNO as a function of triage nurse ability
level, and investigate other elements that could have an impact on this effectiveness (System load, service time prolongation). We derive useful insights that can assist decision makers when implementing a TNO intervention.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A literature review on TNO is presented in section 2. In Section 3, we report the results of the performed survey and describe in detail our TNO model. In Section 4, we conduct experiments. Finally, in section 5, we summarize the main insights and highlight some future research.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

TNO, also called advanced triage [21,20], is a worldwide ED issue that was addressed in North America [19,20], Europe [21,16], Asia [22,18] and Australia [17]. The prior literature examining TNO is almost exclusively addressed from a medical perspective. It consists in general on 2 types of empirical studies: examining the ability of triage nurses in initiating diagnosis tests properly [10], assessing the effect of such an intervention on ED time metrics [20,16,17], or both [21,18]. For the first type, the method consists generally on using the attending physician as a standard to judge the accuracy of triage nurse orders, and for the second it consists on comparing statistically two samples of patients (one with the traditional ED process and another with TNO) in terms of time metrics, mainly LOS.

As highlighted in [8] and [4], most of TNO interventions are limited to some radiographs, mostly joints and bones of distal limbs [13,16,18]. However, some include additional diagnostic test requesting such as blood tests, urinalysis, electrocardiogram [20,23,10,24] and radiographs of other parts like the skull [22]. Even if there is some unanimity about distal limb radiographs, the choice of the diagnosis type for TNO is rarely justified in the literature and still remains unclear.

TNO has been related in some papers to a decreased LOS. Reference [21] reported that LOS decreased by 27 minutes (18%) with foot/ankle X-rays initiated at triage. In [20], time savings was on average 46 min in the total LOS with TNO applied on some X-rays and blood tests. In [18], total LOS for patients with radiographs requested by the nurse was on average 18.59 minutes less than the overall average. Reference [16] reported that a mean reduction of 37.2 min (36%) from time of triage to time of treatment decision was achieved in the group of patients with X-rays comparing to control group. However, according to [8] and [9], there is a paucity of research examining the effect of TNO intervention on ED time metrics. Time reductions related to TNO may range widely (from 2.45 to 74 minutes according to [9]) and some negative conclusions have also been reported. Reference [17] performed a comparison between a group of patients who had X-ray initiated in triage and a group with a regular pathway, and found that the difference in LOS between the two groups was not statistically significant. However, staff and patient satisfaction with this change was high and justified the continuation of the practice in the ED.

Satisfaction was not formally measured but it was reported that physician’s satisfaction was increased through the availability of diagnostic results since the first examination; patients seemed satisfied for using the waiting time more efficiently in addition to a greater sense of team working for all staff [20,13,16,17].

One of the arguments facing TNO is the fear of over-requesting diagnostic tests that would not have been ordered by the physician [18]. The potential benefits of TNO in terms of time savings and satisfaction must be balanced with the disadvantages of such excessive requests: additional time, additional expense and increased resource utilization, unnecessary radiation exposure and potential morbidity [10,25]. For instance, [18] addressed the problem of triage nurse ability in ordering radiographs including 934 patients in their study. The triage nurse requested radiographs for 94.54% of patients (883); 5.44% of requested tests (48 out of the 883) were considered unnecessary by the case physician.

Under-requesting is another type of possible error. Triage nurse could miss some necessary tests that will further be required by the physician. In [18], among the 51 cases where triage nurse did not order any radio (5.5%), 65% (33/51) had an X-ray requested by the attending physician (under-requesting rate of 3.5 %; 33/934). TNO presents also a risk of additional tests following the physician’s examination. Additional views of the same/adjacent or different regions can be ordered because the first view did not demonstrate the problem or another injury was discovered during the consultation [4,26]. “Additional trips to the radiology department become necessary, increasing both the time required for treatment and the inconvenience to the patient” [25]. In [18], 11% of ordered radios (97 out of 883) were followed by additional ones after physician’s assessment.

In addition to [18], a few other papers examined the ability of triage nurses in initiating radiographs appropriately (using similar inclusion criteria). The reported statistics from most complete studies are provided in table I.
TABLE I. TNO ABILITY STATISTICS REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[18]</th>
<th>[26]</th>
<th>[27]</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample size on which TNO was applied</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>915</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triage nurse Requesting rate</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>(416/579)</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over-requesting rate (N+/P+)</td>
<td>5.4% of ordered tests considered unnecessary by physician</td>
<td>6.5% of ordered tests considered unnecessary by physician</td>
<td>4% of ordered tests considered unnecessary by physician</td>
<td>4.5% and 8% in [25] and [21] respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-requesting rate (N-/P-)</td>
<td>65% of situations of no tests ordered by nurse were considered unnecessary by a physician order (3.5% of total sample)</td>
<td>47.2% of situations of no tests ordered by nurse were considered unnecessary by a physician order (13.3% of total sample)</td>
<td>23.5% of situations of no tests ordered by nurse were considered unnecessary by a physician order (8% of total sample)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of additional tests requested by physician (N+/P++)</td>
<td>11% of already x-rayed patients</td>
<td>5.3% of already x-rayed patients</td>
<td>7.2% of already x-rayed patients</td>
<td>7.8% in [16]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As explained above, TNO contributions consisted either on measuring the impact of such an intervention on time metrics or assessing triage nurse ability. However, it should be noted that no paper analyzed or quantified the impact of nurse ability on patient time in the ED so far. Service times’ prolongation is also an element that was not addressed. As mentioned in [16] and [18], the average time of triage and consultation could be lengthened under TNO which could also affect the results.

In the OR/OM domain, we identify very limited contributions. Reference [24] uses simulation to test several staffing and process alternatives in order to reduce the patients LOS in an ED (TNO, fast track, point of care testing, etc.). There was no significant time savings related to TNO (3.6 minutes on the total average LOS). However, authors suggested that TNO would be more effective when the system is quite busy, but that was not demonstrated. With the exception of the considered types of exams (X-rays, lab tests and ECG), no information was provided about the parameters included in the TNO model (changes in the patient pathway, triage nurse ability, etc.).

III. MODEL DEFINITION

In order to understand specialists’ opinions about TNO and define the appropriate model framework, a survey was performed in many EDs in France, USA, Netherlands, Germany, Belgium, Greece and Tunisia.

A. Survey results

The results are based on 36 practitioners (ED managers and ED physicians) from 28 different EDs. 75% of the answers were provided by specialists from French EDs. The majority of surveyed specialists (86%) considered TNO as a potential relevant practice in general. However as shown in table II, the feasibility of TNO varies greatly from one test type to another. For each one, the experts provided the practical reasons about the possibility to apply TNO or not.

TABLE II. THE POSSIBILITY TO APPLY TNO FOR THE MAIN TYPES OF TESTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>For which types of tests could TNO be relevant?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-ray</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT-scan</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood tests</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urine analysis</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conventional radiology, also called standard radiology, radiographs or X-rays, were considered by the experts as the most appropriate diagnosis tests for a TNO intervention in their EDs. Only some particular types of radiographs are
concerned which are those for simple extremity traumatology of stable patients. That includes bones and joints radiographs of distal limbs that are below the large joints like the hip and the shoulder (hand, wrist, elbow, foot, knee, ankle, etc.). They are routine tests, easy to perform with limited risk for patients (noninvasive). Multi trauma cases as well as radiographs of other parts such as spine, chest, abdomen and pelvis should be excluded.

For many reasons, CT-scan, MRI and Echo were judged inappropriate for a TNO intervention. They are much more expensive and represent critical resources in the hospital. The application of TNO on these tests requires a medico-economic evaluation. Moreover, they are invasive and more specific tests. The decision of ordering such tests is complex and cannot be done without a complete (physical and clinical) examination by a physician.

Biological tests are also complex and costly and the opinion of experts about the application of TNO on them is mixed. The survey revealed 83% of favorable views for TNO of urinalysis. However, that was limited by specialists to certain basic urine tests. The mainly mentioned candidate is a type of urine analysis called urine test strip. It is a basic and quick diagnosis tool that is used by practitioners in the ED without even resorting to the laboratory. Other kinds of basic urine tests were mentioned such as urine pregnancy tests. According to the survey, blood tests can be ordered by triage nurse only in certain cases (fever in a patient back from a tropical country or in a patient receiving chemo, diabetes, HIV testing, etc.). More specific and sophisticated blood tests require a clinical examination by a physician and must be discussed on a case-by-case basis. The disparity in the situations requiring biological testing makes them difficult to generalize.

There is unanimity on allowing triage nurse to decide about an Electrocardiogram (ECG) in several cases like chest pain. This protocol is more common than other tests and is already applied in many surveyed EDs.

B. The model description

Given the answers collected from the performed survey, the study will focus on low acuity level patients (ESI4 and ESI5) with distal limbs traumatology requiring conventional radiographs (X-rays). In France, Trauma injuries represent about half of ED visits [28,29]. Among these, trauma to the extremity whether upper like wrist and hand injuries, or lower like ankle sprain represent the most common cases in EDs particularly among non-critical patients, with X-rays being the reference test [30].

For this kind of patients, length of stay (LOS) is the key metric [31,5]. “Due to relatively minor nature of these injuries, those patients have often to wait a long time for treatment and investigation in EDs” [17]. This group of patients rarely requires biological tests which make them free of any necessary sampling, and allow sending them to radiology right after triage.

The interviews with experts combined with the existing literature allowed to identify the most relevant parameters that could have an impact on the effectiveness of TNO, and that will further constitute the basis of our experiments:

- The accuracy of triage nurse in requesting tests (over, under and incomplete-requesting)
- The ED level of crowding
- The impact of TNO on some service times

As shown in Fig.1, comparing to the traditional patient pathway, when triage nurse orders diagnosis tests, they are initiated right after triage. Since ordering tests is an additional task for triage nurse, the triage service time represented in our model by a random variable T could be increased by a certain amount of time $\Delta T$. When tests are completed, the physician examines the patient for the first time and interprets his/her tests results during one single aggregated consultation. In our model, we make the assumption that this task has the same time distribution with a regular consultation.

![FIGURE 1: REGULAR AND TNO PATIENT PATHWAY](image)

The TNO path depicted in Fig.1 is a simplified representation that corresponds to a particular ideal scenario under TNO (see N+/P+ in Fig.2). According to the case and the triage nurse risk of error, we distinguish in total between six possible situations. The latters are depicted with the appropriate formalism in Fig.2.
Finally, we assess the impact of triage processing time on the system performance. This is done by varying the different probabilities within a wider range of values in order to figure out what is the most harmful nurse error. In the third part, we assess the relationship between the ED load and TNO effectiveness. We calculate the expected improvement in LOS as a function of a realistic range of TNO-related probabilities. In the second part, we extend the analysis by varying the different probabilities among all eligible patients for TNO. The three other probabilities characterize triage nurse ability and her precision in requesting tests: Over-requesting rate (N+/P-), Under-requesting rate (N-/P+) and the Rate of additional tests (N+/P+). For each rate, we use the lowest and the highest value found in the literature (see table 1) and generate all the possible combinations (2^3=8 in total). For instance, the scenario H-LLH refers to a TNO intervention where triage nurse has a high requesting rate, a low probability to require incomplete tests (that will be followed by a physician test order). The LOS improvement of each scenario for eligible patients is depicted in Fig.4 and Fig.5.

A. The impact of realistic trained triage nurse’s ability on LOS

We identified 4 key probabilities related to a TNO intervention. The first one is Triage nurse requesting rate. It represents the rate of patients sent to radiology by triage nurse among all eligible patients for TNO. The three other probabilities characterize triage nurse ability and her precision in requesting tests: Over-requesting rate (N+/P-), Under-requesting rate (N-/P+) and the Rate of additional tests requested by physician (N+/P+). For each rate, we use the lowest and the highest value found in the literature (see table 1) and generate all the possible combinations (2^3=16 in total). For instance, the scenario H-LLH refers to a TNO intervention where triage nurse has a high requesting rate, a low probability of over-requesting, a low probability of under-requesting and a high probability to require incomplete tests (that will be followed by a physician test order). The LOS improvement of each scenario for eligible patients is depicted in Fig.4 and Fig.5.
The derived insights can be summarized as follows:

- Within the used ranges of trained triage nurses’ ability reported by empirical studies, TNO is a beneficial intervention for all combinations.
- For any given trained nurse ability (for any set of over/under/incomplete requesting rate), trained triage nurse should preferably order tests as much as possible while respecting the predetermined protocols.
- Under-requesting appears to be harmless. Over and incomplete requesting both reduces the benefit from TNO.

The worst scenarios are the situations L-HHH and L-HLH (19.31% among eligible patients and 4.49% of overall improvement) where triage nurse has the worst abilities while having a low requesting rate. The best scenario is the opposite situations H-LLL and H-LHL (29.38% among eligible patients and 7.65% overall).

B. Extended analysis of TNO effectiveness as a function of the key probabilities

So far, no conclusion can be drawn about which triage nurse’s ordering error is the most harmful. This is because the used error probabilities coming from the literature are limited. They correspond to the ability of triage nurses that were preliminarily trained. In what follows we will experiment the best scenario H-LLL by varying one by one each probability rate from 0% to 100%.

The following insights can be derived:
- The benefit from TNO is more apparent for higher requesting rates (with respect to protocols).
- The risk of under-requesting rate has no impact on TNO performance.
- The risk of over-requesting and the risk of incomplete requesting (additional tests further requested by physician) affect TNO performance and have similar impacts on it. This result is quite intuitive since both of them consist of an additional trip to radiology department. This result holds under the assumption that when the physician orders additional tests, the ones ordered by triage nurse were not completely useless. Otherwise, the rate of additional tests would be the most harmful.
- For over and incomplete requesting rates, there is a threshold under which TNO could be detrimental for the system performance.

C. TNO effectiveness as a function of the system load

The actual arrival pattern in Saint-Camille ED depends on the day of the week and the hour of the day. Similarly to [33] and [34], we assume that arrivals follow a non-homogenous Poisson process (7x24 arrival rates).

In order to assess the relationship between the system workload and the expected benefit from TNO, we perform a sensitivity analysis by varying arrival rates, in the best and the worst scenarios of Section A (see Fig.7).
The following conclusion can be drawn: The benefit derived from TNO is more apparent for heavily loaded EDs.

D. The impact of triage service time extension on TNO effectiveness

In what follows we address the question of triage service time prolongation because of TNO and assess its impact on TNO effectiveness. According to data collection (experts’ judgment in particular), the distribution of triage service time is assumed to be Normal (7, 1.5). Using the best and the worst scenarios from part 1 (H-LLL and L-HHH respectively), we perform a sensitivity analysis on triage time by extending it up to 200% (see Fig. 8).

We derive the following insights:

- Triage time prolongation lowers TNO effectiveness, but should not be considered as a major concern for reasonable time prolongations and nurse abilities.
- Triage time prolongation can make TNO detrimental for the overall system. For instance, for limited triage nurse abilities (L-HHH) and high triage prolongations (from 150%), TNO remains beneficial for eligible patients but the overall system LOS is affected by longer waiting and processing times for triage.

V. CONCLUSION

The present paper represents the interface and the link between the two commonly addressed TNO issues, namely the assessment of triage nurse ability and the assessment of the effectiveness of this intervention in improving ED time metrics. We derived useful insights that will help decision makers for a successful implementation of TNO. For instance, TNO is always beneficial within a reasonable range of triage nurse ability level. However, there is a threshold on this ability under which TNO could be detrimental for the system performance. The benefit derived from TNO is more apparent for heavily loaded EDs. We also demonstrate that triage time prolongation does not have a significant impact on eligible patients but can affect the rest of the ED patients and the overall ED performance. Although the modeling is based on a specific ED, qualitative conclusions hold for other ED frameworks. As a perspective, an analytical modeling for TNO would be helpful for the generalization of the aforementioned results.
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